BAGGER GRAPHICS INSTALL INSTRUCTIONS
2017+ HARLEY DAVIDSON ROADGLIDE
If you’ve never installed graphics, we recommend calling a 3M certified installer. See link
below.
https://get.3mskins.com/home/open/#/companies/publicsearch/4
Set Up
RSD graphics kits are designed to be applied to bikes with one color paint. Both graphic kits
are accommodating to either satin or gloss paint jobs. Applying the graphics takes time and
patience, but the results are fantastic. This process should take several hours to do properly.
Properly clean your bike. If you have a fresh wax job, it’s recommended to strip the wax off the
bike so the graphics will adhere properly. RSD highly recommends a sterile environment free
of dust, dirt and metal. It’s also recommended to put your bike in a lift or on a jack to get the
machine straight up and down to help with alignment of right to left. Use of masking tape for
layout is highly recommended. Graphics can be placed and removed a number of times but
may distort if adhesion takes place so using masking tape for alignment and symmetry is a
massive help.
Applying the graphics.
There are several methods for applying graphics and we’d be lying if we said we know the
perfect way. You are applying a flat sticker to a concave surface, so finesse and patience is
required. The good news is the material is excellent and has an air release backing, so some
aeration is possible with small air bubbles. We have supplied a squeegee for adhering the
graphics and smoothing out air bubbles. If you get the squeegee dirty or apply the plastic side
aggressively it may scratch the graphic and your paint job. Take care in how you use the
Squeegee. Light heat from a hair dryer or heat gun can be used to stretch the graphic around
compound curves but should be used minimally as the graphic will stretch and distort beyond
design if too much heat is used. In some cases, you may have to trim or cut the graphic to
adhere around a compound curve.

It can’t be stressed enough. Time is you friend in the process of applying graphics. While the
kits are not full coverage of the bike, it has the visual effect of being full coverage and your
hard work and patience will be rewarded. You don’t have to use every piece in the kit and that’s
the fun part of the project, you can make it your own as you go. It can be a little intimidating, so
we recommend starting with the flat parts (front fender, bag sides) of the bike and moving on
to more complicated parts (gas tank, fairing sides) as you go.
Roland Sands Design is not responsible for any damage you cause to your motorcycle during
the installation of these graphics.
We’ve included extra stripes and logo’s for further customization of the graphics or your
toolbox. Enjoy tastefully!

